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Freddie Barnes is still contender for national
football award

Percussion
perfection
Students match to
the beat of their own
drums while crafting
aTaiko drum | Pag« $

Church at odds
with city plans
Columnist Marisha
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Pietrowski finds the

Senior wide receiver Freddie Barnes
was named a finalist for the Fred
Bilelnikoff Award yesterday.

records, including receptions in a game
(72) and receiving yards in a game

Notre Dame's Golden Tate and
Texas' Jordan Shipley pined him as
finalists. The award is given annually to
the nation's best receiver, and the winner will be announced Dec. 10

Already the University's all-time
career leader in receptions, if Barnes
gets 14 more receptions, he will set
the NCAA record for receptions in a
season, besting Manny Hazard's 1989
mark of 142.

Barnes leads the nation in receptions (129) and receiving yards (1,482)
and is tied for the nation's lead in
receiving touchdowns (14) In addition,
he has set several BGSU receiving

(m)

Yesterday, he was also named the
College Football Performance Awards
National Wide Receiver of the Week
for the third time this season

controversy involving a
Washington. D.C.

When. I think about Heather,.
think about how she was the. most
passionate person I know, about
everything.

archdiocese at odds
with the city over
same-sex rights
disturbing | Page 4

Hockey faces
off against
basketball

Elizabeth V^lcjer

f

Grad student remembered
by friends after sudden
death

In a letter to the
editor, David Houser
sounds off. arguing
that students shouldn't
be blamed for the lack

By Kat* Snydtr

of attendance in the

Managing Editor

face of a hockey
game | Page 4

More troops
a possibility
President Obama
called together his

m i itmm BrajWETH .v. ■■■

war council yesterday
to discuss adding
more troops in

"She was a very kind
professional, just fun-

Afghanistan | Page 5

Falcons in the
'Super Bowl'

loving person."

Coach Dave Clawson

Sarah Waters I Residence Life

declares the upcoming
BG - Toledo game
a "Super Bowl" and
looks ahead to possible
bowl games for the
Falcons | Page 6

Heather Ahuero, an explorer, dancer, "great tennis player" and secondyear graduate student, died Monday,
Nov. 9 while at a conference in
Cincinnati.
The 23-year-old was in the College
Student Personnel program at the
University.
According to I ill Carr, dean of students, in an e-mail, Ahuero's cause of
death has not yet been released. Carr
stated it would take about four to six
weeks for the coroner's results to be
finalized.
Ahuero was a graduate hall director in McDonald last year and a graduate coordinator for academics and
special programs this year.
The conference she attended was
for professionals interested in study
abroad, said Sarah Waters, senior
associate director of Residence Life.
Waters said Ahuero was interested
in the study abroad aspect of student
affairs.
This year, Ahuero's office was
across from Waters'.
"She was a very kind professional,
just fun-loving person," Waters said.
"She was one of the most open-minded people we had on staff. That was a
key thing she brought to all of us."
Waters was able to meet Ahuero's
family while attending her funeral
last week in Denver, Colorado, near
where Ahuero grew up. Waters said
she hoped Ahuero's family could
come up to Bowling Green to hear
stories from her friends here because
she thought Ahuero's friends were
See HEATHER | Page 2
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A daily independent student press serving
the campus and surrounding community

Caffeinated
alcoholic drinks
spark controversy
By Tin. N.lid..
Reporter

The
Food
and
Drug
Administration is considering banning caffeinated alcoholic beverages, leaving many
to wonder what the effect on
students and local businesses
may be.
On Nov. 14, the New York
Times reported the FDA is considering banning alcoholic beverages with caffeine in them.
They made this decision after
receiving a letter from 19 state
attorneys general who were
worried about the safety of such
products.
The FDA has since told 30
manufacturers of such beverages they must prove the drinks
are safe. There is no timetable
set for a possible ban on these
drinks.
Some of the more popular
beverages among these include
Sparks, Joose and Four. Their
use is common among students
on college campuses.
Katie Carpenter works at
Butts, and she said all three are
popular among customers. She
also said that if alcoholic beverages were banned, it probably
wouldn't affect the business too

It's cheap and that's
the way college
kids want to go."
Katie Carpenter | Butts employee

much.

"It's cheap and that's the way
college kids want to go," she
said. "But there are other things
to get drunk.''
lessie Kerr works at Legends
Wine and Spirits, and also said
banning alcoholic beverages
with caffeine in them would not
make a huge difference to many
students.
"They'll just buy Red Bull and
mix it with whatever," she said.
The state attorney generals
are worried the caffeine in the
alcoholic beverages may lead
people to underestimate how
drunk they actually are, giving
people a sense of confidence
when doing tasks they may be
too drunk to undertake.
MillerCoors.makersofSparks,
have already agreed to stop producing the product, although it
can still be found at many local

USG approves
controversial shuttle
fee resolution
By M»« Li»u
Reporter

Of the votes,
35 were found
to be invalid
Voting in line with the stu- and of the 55
dent body, the Undergraduate graduate stuStudent Government passed a dent voters.
resolution last night in favor of 28 voted in
the $20 per semester shuttle fee favor and 27
at a short, emergency meeting. voted against Sundeep
The cost will be added as a the fee.
Mutqi
general fee and used for "parkPresident USG
ing improvements and shuttle Sundeep
bus expansion," according to Mutgi assured President
the resolution written up by the members
Student Welfare Committee of USG the vote will guarantee
Chair Chris Schiazza.
parking improvements and a
The form, which was new committee of students will
approved with a 20-13 vote, form in order to make plans for
mentioned adding a possible the changes.
downtown shuttle route for
Before the meeting moved
students,
into a vote, USG debated and
A straw vote was held on the discussed the issue at hand.
University's main Web site Nov.
College of F.ducation &
16 and Nov. 17, in which 912 Human Development Senator
undergraduate students voted. Joe Edens raised the concern
Four hundred and ninety-six that there hasn't been an exact
students, or 60.3 percent, voted
See USG | Page 2
in favor of the fee, while 326, or
39.7 percent, voted against it.

Enjoy the
loliday break
WENDY GREGG
Junior. English Education
"Tim Horton's.
Not friends or family,

I

but coffee." | Page 4

k

<uamu2*s I THE BC NEWS
REMEMBERING: Freshman Cherno Biko reflects on die first time he met Heather Ahuero. during The Day of
Remembrance event hosted by Transcendence Nov. 19 in the Union Ahuero. a University grad student who died Nov. 9
while at a conference in Cincinnati, was active in a number of campus organizations and an aly of Transcendence

See DRINKS i Page 2

and good
food.
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BLOTTER

HEATHER

FRIDAY NOV. 20
1:24 A.M.
Americo Aceto. of North
Royalton. Ohio: Jeff Kellermeyer.
of Perrysburg. Ohio; Matthew Zix,
of Cincinnati. Ohio; and Mitchel
Delatosa. of Midlothian. Ohio,
were cited for crossing the railroad
tracks when the gate was dosed
m Lot E
2:23 A.M.
Kailey Seramo. Bellevue. Ohio.
sited for disorderly conduct while
intoxicated in Offenhauer East.

the influence, open container of
alcohol in a motor vehicle, possession of drug of marijuana and
possession of drug paraphernalia
within the 200th block of N Main
Street.
2:35 A.M.
Two residents were warned for
trespassing on Leroy Avenue when
they were observed near the railroad tracks.
2:46 A.M.
Residents within the 2000th block
of E. Napoleon Road were warned
for disorderly conduct.

2:37 A.M.
Gabriel Anthony. Massillon, Ohio.
was cited for underage under the
influence and drug paraphernalia
at McDonald East Hall

SATURDAY, NOV.
21
V23A.M.
Laura Pesola. of Naperville. III.,
was cited for underage under the
influence on the corner of Clough
and Troup.
203 A.M.
ph Mihelich. of Brunswick.
Ohio, and Andrew Breslin. of
Ypsilanti. Mich., were cited for disorderly conduct white intoxicated
m Lot E

SUNDAY NOV. 22
12:12 A.M.
■ -idenls were warned for

3:31 A.M.
Albert Hathorn. 20. of Bowling
Green. Ohio, was arrested for disorderly conduct loud music wtthin
the 900th block of Klotz Road
4:16 A.M
Steven Neuhauser. 29. of Bowling
Green. Ohio, was arrested for
disorderly conduct unable to care
for self within the 400th block of S.

Su

lit St

4:21 AM.
Residents within the 300th block
of N. Summit St. were warned for
disorderly conduct loud music.
425 A.M.
Ahmed Jastaniah. 22. and Ahmed
Mirza. 21. both of Bowling Green.
Ohio, were arrested for possession of marijuana and possession
of drug paraphernalia within the
200th block of S. Mercer Road.

t'espassing in City Park
2:05 A.M.
Two residents were warned for jay

12:31 P.M.
Complainant reported her bike,
valued $150. was stolen within the

walking on Mam Street.

400th block of N. Summit St.

137 A.M.
Kevin Hundley. 19. and Delta
Steck. 20. both of Westerville.
Ohio, were arrested for open container of alcohol in a motor vehicle.
underage possession of alcohol,
possession of marijuana and possession of drug paraphernalia;
Sean Hundley. 22. of Westerville.
Ohio, was arrested for open container of alcohol in a motor vehicle.
possession of marijuana and possession of drug paraphernalia;
Meredith Rider. 20. of Bowling
Green. Ohio.; Andrew Mcclintock,
20. of Athens. Ohio, and Lauren
Young. 20. of Westerville. Ohio,
were arrested for underage under

1:31 P.M.
Benjamin Eddings. 23. of Bowling
Green. Ohio, was arrested for
possession of drug paraphernalia

Your Views
Is there a story in the
BGNews that you
want to voice your
opinion on?

Sign up for a
group olog or
community site
today.
visit us and give us your input 9

BGVlews

within the 800th block of Sixth St.
1:55 P.M.
Complainant reported his bike,
valued at $200. was stolen within
the 100th block of N. Church St.
3:20 P.M.
Complainant reported unknown
subject(s) broke into her apartment and stole a laptop valued at
$1,000 and a DVD player valued
at $100 within the 200th block of
N. Enterprise St.

DRINKS
From Page 1
businesses, including Butts and
Legends.

USG
From Page 1
plan presented to the members,
and he found it "disturbing" to
sign off on the resolution without one.
Schiazza said beyond making improvements and adding a downtown shuttle route,
Police Chief lames Wiegand did
not articulate a specific game
plan.
Off-Campus Senator Nathan
Whitman questioned whether
USG was ready to vole on the
issue. Mutgi and Vice President

hut she had a list in her office
of things to love about Ohio,"
Stockton said, "like the snow."
The night Ahuero died, those
who worked in Residence life
were called together.
"It was really touching to see
how many people came together
for it," Kowalewski said.
Those
who
weren't
in
Residence Life were told via eniail.
"Someone called me," Stockton
said. "I think everyone made a
point to call before the e-mail
was read."
Kowalewski said it was still
sinking in.
"The hardest part is getting
back to whatever normal is going
to be," she said. "I think second
semester will be more difficult."
Stockton said at times he felt
guilty for beginning to move on
and make peace with it. He said
the worst part was knowing the
plans she made for the future.
Wenger agreed.
"There are so many things we

already started to plan for next
semester," Wenger said.
She said this semester was the
first semester she and Ahuero
shared no classes, and this was
the first semester they were just
friends instead of classmates.
T still get the instinct, 'Oh, I've
got to call Heather', or 'I've got to
text I leather'," Wenger said.
Kowalewski said she would
miss the laughter most.
"There have been a lot of funny
things that happened in the last
week or so, and I miss being able
to call her," she said.
Stockton said he would
miss the conversation. He and
Ahuero shared an office every
Wednesday, and he hasn't been
in the office since she died.
He completed his undergraduate degree in England, while she
completed hers in Washington,
and her family lived in Colorado.
Stockton said they connected
over being far from their undergrad experience, and being far
from home.
"Everyone becomes a saint
or angel in death, but I don't
think it's possible to glamorize
Heather like that," he said. "She
was just her."
Wenger said Ahuero was just a
good person.
"Thefactthatshewassouniquc
allowed her to touch many different people," she said. "It's a
loss for everybody, even those
who didn't get to meet her."

said. "We've been increasing
fees so much this semester,
and students are not able to
handle it."
"Everything indicates this
is what students want," said
Academic Affairs Committee
Chair Molly Albertson, saying this is the third time in
her three years with USG they
polled the student body to see
if they wanted improvements
in the shuttle service.
Albertson said putting off the
vote would not be representing
the student body well.
"I just want to make sure we're
not doing this for the adminis-

tration," Whitman said.
He said he did not feel
comfortable handing anyone
money without having a clear
plan.
"We owe it to the students,"
Schiazza said. "I feel we need to
make a decision about this."
After the final vote, Mutgi
congratulated USG on their
progress. He also pointed out
that, although it's a controversial issue, the vote within USG
was 60 percent in favor, which
matches the results of the student body.
"We well represent the student body." Mutgi said.

"Everyone becomes a saint or angel
in death, but I don't think it's
possible to glamorize Heather
like that. She was just her."

From Page 1
planning another local memorial service in the next couple of
weeks, last Thursday, members
of Transcendence paid tribute
to Ahuero with a slideshow in
the Union.
"I'll miss her smile and her
upbeat professionalism," Waters
said. "I'll miss her commitment
to her students. She had a lot of
students she impacted."
Three of Ahuero's friends.
Elizabeth
Wenger,
Kelsey
Kowalewski and Dave Stockton,
all second year graduate students, came together last Sunday
to talk about the impact Ahuero
left on their lives.
Wenger met Ahuero last year.
"When I think about Heather,
I think about how she was the
most passionate person I know,
about everything." she said.
Wenger said she thought
Ahuero's Involvement on campus showed her dedication to
helping others. Kowalewski
agreed, and said "advocate"
was a populai word to describe
Ahuero. She was involved in lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender and ethnic issues.
She was very into social jus
tice," Stockton said. "She wasn't
judgmental in any way."
Kowalewski said Ahuero was
also serious about her academ-

WWW.BGVIEWS.COM

Dave Stockton I Graduate Student

"She was very much a student," she said. "She was always
absorbing new information.
Definitely a scholar."
But Ahuero's hobbies didn't
end with academics.
"Heather
danced
a
lot,"
Stockton said.
"Not professionally trained or
anything," Kowalewski said.
"just for the love of dancing,"
Wenger said.
Kowalewski said she would
dance during fire drills in the
residence halls.
"The building's being evacuated and you'd be like, 'What are
you doing?'" she said. "And she'd
say 'What? It's not a big deal.'"
Stockton said she was very
into nature too.
Ahuero grew up in Colorado
and finished her undergraduate
degree at the University of Puget
Sound surrounded by mountains, forest and water.
"She wasn't getting much
nature living in Bowling Green,

Kevin Basch assured they were
ready, and it would be beneficial to get the passed resolution to the Board of Trustees
sooner since they are holding
a meeting during the first week
of December and not holding
another until March.

"We are the explorers and
mapmakers," Mutgi said.
Arts & Sciences Senator
Danielle McConnell also said
she did not think the resolution
was ready to be voted on.
"They are not planning to
implement this until next fall,
which is plenty of time [for the
Board of Trustees]," McConnell

If If If If If If If If

Carpenter said Butts still
orders it weekly.
"We have quite a few people
that are hooked on Sparks," she
said.
Senior Bri Rodriguez works at
a liquor store in Rossford, about
20 miles north of Bowling Green.
She said she drinks beverages
with both alcohol and caffeine
in them.
Rodriguez said the beverages
should be banned if they really
are unsafe to drink, but also said
it wouldn't really affect students
who drink.
"I'd rather they ban them than
have them be unsafe," she said.
"When it comes to local businesses, I don't know a lot of students that really drink a lot of
them.''

if If M W tf If W tt
looking for a campus organization that

STANDS OUT?

CORRECTION
POLICY
We want to correct all factual errors.
If you think an error has been made.
call The BG News at 419-572-6966.

Bentwood Estates Ltd.

BUILD YOUR RESUME

The BG News is now
looking for reporters, copy editors,
photographers, videographers,
columnists and cartoonists.

SEE YOUR WORK
PUBLISHED DAILY

^O^pO^t special
-$o-

NO MONEY DOWN

^'_';-3 ;/'j

fi re\ lone

Contact us at thenews@bgnews.
com, call us at 419-372-6966 or
just swing by our newsroom in
210 West Hall.

GET REAL WORLD
EXPERIENCE
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Don't Make Extra Work
Leave Your "Things"!

(419)354-0070
www.shamrockbg.com

CAMPUS
Drummer makes big hit for musical tradition
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Photos by Christina McGinnis
The BG News
DRUMMIN' IT: Junior Jake Richman crafts a drum with the help o( sophomore
Adam Seymour in the Arts Village yesterday night. The drum is for Richman's Taiko

Is Your Meal
Plan Getting Low?

drumming group that will be performing at World Percussion Night Dec. 5 at 8 p.m.
The process of making this kind of drum can tab a couple of days. It starts with an
empty wine barrel. The lings are removed and it is torn apart, put back together,
sanded down and stained. Then the skin is stretched and the finishing touches are
put on
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Women
6 Date*
7 Music
8 Makeup
9 Perfume, bath
gel, lotion, etc.
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college students buy-Part 2
Men
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9 Electronic?'
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Lei us help with your
department's holiday parly,
whether al your place or ours.

For a limited time, when you purchase
Falcon Dollars, you receive an additional
10% more Falcon Dollars free!'

For more

$ 10 off a $50 purchase

Information visit
our website!

If you notice you meal plan
is getting low, contact our
! office at 419-372-2891.
www.dineoncampus.com/bgsu

or
$20 off a $100 purchase
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"She was a very kind, professional just fun loving person."
- Sarah Waters, senior associate director of Residence Life on the
loss of her coworker Heather Ahuero
Tuesday. November 24.2009 4
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"The sleep I'm going

"Four years of

thankful it hasn't

to get over break.".

success at BG."

"Gingers."
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VISIT US AT
BGVIEWS.COM

Have your own take on

come out yet."

today's People On The
Street? Or a suggestion (or
BRITTANY McGOWN.
Senior.
Dance

JASON HARTIGAN.
Graduate.
Economy

DARIUS BISHOP.

DAYVMULDOWNEY,

Senior,

Sophomore.

ECT

Undecided

a question? Give us your
feedback at bgviewscom.

LETTERSTO THE EDITOR
Student Veteran Task
Force event a success,
starts organization

LL MAN,
W THATREAI i

GETS UNDER
I •

MY SKIN'

v

THEBGNEWS PRESENTS

FALCON SCREECH
I really hate how rude people are on the sidewalks around campus. I can't count how many times I've had to step off the sidewalk
and into the mud so some group of people can walk three-across
and take up the entire sidewalk. It may seem insignificant, but it's
really common courtesy, and some people need to learn some.
KER

The veteran reception hosted
by the Student Veteran Task
Force Nov. 10 in the Union was
a huge success.
The reception honored all
veterans here on campus. The
event brought together the task
force which includes students,
faculty and staff who are veterans.
Due to the great turn out, the
formation of a Student Veteran
i )i ji.ii II/.II ii ii i has started. This
will be the first and only strident
organization developed solely
for the student veterans on
campus.
The organization's primary
objective is to help snident
veterans through support and
comorodery on campus.
This is a necessary organization for campus, and we are
more than proud and honored
to have established it.

On behalf of the class. I would like to address your behavior. Yes.
next to them everyday, volunteer at every possible opportunity and
are the first to show up and the last to leave. On top of that, you
want us to think you are SUPER SMART Interrupting the prof and
every student that speaks is just obnoxious and we are all ted up.
We thought you would catch a hint from our eye-rolling but appar,

Thanks to the assistant sports editor who bashed all of the students for not going to the Women's Basketball WNIT game last
Friday blaming us. the students, for the loss Guess what? It's not
up to the students to win games. He also failed to mention that a
lot of the students were probably at the Men's hockey game that
same night I was there, and I saw a lot of students there as well I'm
pretty sure the same week there was a big "I support BG Hockey"
picture in the paper. Sorry we can't all be at two places at once. Just
a suggestion to check all of your facts before you start bashing the
students that actually support BGSU sports. Thanks.
-SHARON PETERS

I have no problem if people want to bring Pop Tarts, muffins or
even candy to class in the morning or if people need to leave the
room momentarily. But if you do choose to partake in either of
these, please open your food wrapper before class starts and be
courteous enough to hold the door so it doesn't slam in the middle
of the teachers lesson.
-NOISE FOR BiRDS

Tights do NOT count as pants I don't know who first started this
fashion trend, but it's unsightly.

Check the facts before
criticizing the student
body's attendance

team.
Last time 1 checked, the
hockey team had one national
championship; the women's
basketball team had none. Let's
have the women's basketball
team prove their strength and
win a significant road game
instead of completely dropping
the ball like they did at OSU.
What it boils down to is. in
this town, hockey will always
rule over almost every other
sport, and a free hockey game
will most certainly beat out
a women's basketball game,
where students are charged for
tickets.
Don't pull a Gregg Brandon
and blame the Falcon fans,
blame the conflict in schedule. 1-ook what happened to
Brandon — he got fired.

lust like Gregg Brandon
criticized Falcon fans at the end
of his coaching tenure, Sean
Shapiro has followed suit He
not only disrespected almost all
of the Falcon faithful, including
myself, but also did not realize
the importance of that night to
Falcon hockey.
The University hockey team
got their first win of the season
that night (Nov. 13), beating
Alaska 3-1. Not only was it hockey's first win, but notable hockey
aiumni players and coaches
were in attendance that weekend from the first University
hockey team and the 1984
National Championship Team.
Hockey is probably the most
popular sport on campus. Even
without a win on the season,
1,759 people came out to support the hockey team that night,
and not the women's basketball

David Homer is a junior
majoring in Environmental
Policy and Analysis. Respond to
him at tlteneivs@bgnews.com

Catholic Church should take note of
its teachings and be kind toward all

you. We get it. You're pretty pumped to be the teacher's pet You sit

ently not. So. in the future. STFU.

This could not have been
accomplished without the
time and effort from everyone
involved. This includes the
members of the task force,
the gracious donation from
University catering, University
Kvents Planning for providing
the space and all the veterans
that attended.
Our first planning meetings
for the organization were held
last week and we will continue
to host more sessions in the
future.
All veterans are encouraged to
attend the sessions They will be
held in the Union in the Smith
Multicultural Lounge (222).
For further information
on the organization, please
contact Brandon Chandler
at bdchandrJibgsu.edu, Kris
Newton at knewton'ii'bgsu.
edu or luan Knriqucz at
enriqujP'bgsu.edu.
Kristin Newton is a senior
mtijoring in Microbiology. Res/mid
to ber at lhenetvs@bgnews.com.

The debate over same-sex marriage in this country creates
many strong opinions regarding
what, if any, consequences it will
have on the economy and the
"sanctity of marriage."
Many religious organizations
have taken a stance against
increased rights for samesex couples, but the Catholic
Archdiocese of Washington, D.C.
is staunchly against the idea, taking drastic measures to prove
their point.
The Washington city council will propose —and likely
pass— a law next month permitting same-sex marriages in the
city and prohibiting discrimination against same-sex couples.
Concerned the provisions of the
law will require the church to
provide benefits to same-sex
couples, the church is threatening to sever ties with the city and
abandon any contracts they have
witli the city.
This creates a scenario where
the church may no longer provide such social programs as
homeless shelters. According to

the Washington Itet, the social
service faction of the church,
Catholic Charities, provides
approximately $10 million to the
city in order to fund the social
service programs orchestrated by
the city.
It is understandable that the
Catholic Church would not want
to support a law that goes against
their system of beliefs. However,
such a move by the archdiocese
would hurt people who rely on
the money and services provided by Catholic Charities and it
would send a bad message about
the church's priorities.
As a Catholic myself, I admire
the work that Catholic Charities
does. I am glad to see the money
the church receives from parishioners goes to help those in need.
However, not only do I disagree
with the church's stance on this
law, but also the archdiocese's
methods in showing their disapproval with the proposed law.
It creates a sort of false dichotomy, in which the Washington city
council must choose between
passing the anti-discrimination bill and potentially putting
homeless people currently receiving aid back out on the streets.
It's saying gay people receiving
benefits and equal protection
will cause poor people to suffer.
Increasing gay rights and getting
roofs over the heads of homeless

Washington residents are seemingly two unrelated issues, and
the well-being of those less fortunate should not be reliant upon
this bill.
Everyone
pays
taxes.
Unfortunately, we cannot dictate what projects they will fund.
Again, it is unfortunate that the
archdiocese's money may have
to go toward something they disagree with. But at the same time,
much of tha money they do give
to the city is put to great use.
Is it worth losing such a strong
tie with the city of Washington
because you disapprove of one
decision it makes?
The Washington Post quotes
Susan Gibbs, an archdiocese
spokeswoman, as saying, "The
city is saying in order to provide social services, you need to
be secular. For us, that's really
a problem." While it may be
important to be non-secular,
such a move by the archdiocese
could be completely off-putting,
and may rum people against the
church. They may not be looked
at as an organization that helps
others in the name of lesus, but
rather as one that only works to
put forward a specific agenda.
As a Catholic, I feel theChristian
thing to do in such a situation is
continue offering services even
in the midst of such a challenge
of the church's beliefs. I'm sure

at some point, the archdiocese
has assisted someone who did
not follow the church's teachings,
and had no plans to do so.
Christians are supposed to
help others, regardless of any
sins they may have committed. In this case, helping others
doesn't require being secular, it
just requires basic human decency. This principle should not and
does not have to be compromised by the passing of this law.
It's not the people receiving the
benefits of the social programs
who are making the law; rather, it
is the elected officials of the city.
It's as if people who do rely on the
city's social programs, partially
funded by the church, are collateral in this conflict.
If the church is willing to stop
honoring contracts with the city,
it will do so as a bull-headed
means to prove a point. In doing
so, they will not be hurting the
people who did not follow the
church's belief system, but those
uninvolved with the lawmaking
process.
Rather than spreading the
church's teachings by trying to
stop gay rights, the archdiocese
should look to the teachings of
lesus and help those truly in
need
.
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2 men charged after
3 men found slain in
rural Ky.

SC gov faces 37
ethics charges for
breaking state laws

SF area officer,
passenger injured
during arrest

Charges against 8 in
missing Somali case
unsealed

DC agrees to $13M
settlement over
protest arrests

Hundreds mourn
Mich, boy allegedly
slain by father

GLASGOW. Ky(AP)- Kentucky
State Police say two arrests have been
made following the discovery of three
bodies in rural Kentucky.

COLUMBIA. SC-South Carolina
Gov Mark Sanford faces 57 ethics
charges for breaking state laws limiting
official use of airplanes and involving
campaign money

OAKLAND. Calif (AP)-A train
passenger's video of an arrest shows
heavy-duty glass shattering and
showering down on a San Francisco
area transit police officer and an
unruly passenger in an incident that
injured both men

MINNEAPOLIS - Federal prosecutors have announced charges against
eight more people as part of a longrunning investrgation of young men
who left the United States to fight in
Somalia

WASHINGTON -The District of
Columbia has agreed to pay more than
SI3 million to settle a lawsuit by protesters arrested during demonstrations
nine years ago

DETROIT -. Funeral services
are under way for a 15-year-old
Michigan boy who police say
pleaded for mercy before being
fatally shot by his father

The preliminary agreement was
announced yesterday It includes a
maximum payment of $18,000 to each
of 680 people who were arrested at
the April 2000 protests tied to meetings of the International Monetary
Fund and the World Bank

Hundreds of people attended
Jamar Pmkney Jr.'s funeral yesterday morning at the Second
Ebenezer Church in Detroit Photos
of the boy were projected on large
screens above the pulpit

State police said yesterday that the
bodies of three Hispanic males were
found by hunters Sunday afternoon in
a thicket of pine trees about 75 miles
south of Louisville. The victims have not
yet been identified
Police say 20-year-old Miguel A.
Velazquez of Cave City was arrested
and charged with three counts of
murder and tampering with physical
evidence.
Eighteen-year-old Marcos Baulista
is charged with complicity to murder.
tampering with physical evidence and
possession of marijuana
Neither man had an attorney listed
in court records
Investigators don't have a motive yet
and aren t sure how long me bodies were
there Autopsies were being done Monday

The details were released yesterday
by the State Ethics Commission. They
came five days after the panel charged
the governor without offering any
specifics.
Sanfords lawyers have claimed the
charges involve minor and technical
aspects of the law.
The charges followed a probe into
whether Sanford used state aircraft for
personal and political trips, used pricey
airline seats despite low-cost travel
requirements and reimbursed himself
with campaign cash
Sanford has been under scrutiny
since he vanished for five days over the
summer, reappearing to tearfully admit
to an extramarital affair with a woman
he later called his "soul mate.
-Jim Davenport (AP)

The video, taken Saturday evening
and posted on YouTube. shows the
Bay Area Rapid Transit officer pushing the passenger toward a glass
wall along the West Oakland station
platform. It s unclear what caused
the glass to break.
BART s police force has faced
scrutiny since an officer fatally shot
an unarmed passenger on New
Years Day at another Oakland
BART station. That officer. Johannes
Mehserle. later resigned and has
been charged with murder
The officer in Saturdays incident
used excessive force and behaved
outrageously, said John Bums, an
attorney who rs suing BART on
behalf of the family of Oscar Grant,
the man shot by MehseHe.

October sales gains lift hopes for
housing market highest in two years
ByAl.nZlb.l

WASHINGTON — First-time
buyers seized on an expiring
tax credit, low mortgage rates
and falling prices to boost
home sales in October to their
highest level in 2 years.
Home sales are now nearly
37 percent above from their
bottom in January, though still
16 percent below their peak in
2005. At the current sales pace,
there's a modest seven-month
supply for sale. In some areas,
there are bidding wars.
The report Monday from
the National Association of
Realtors pleased investors
on Wall Street. And analysts
said the homebuyer tax credit,
which has been extended, will
help sustain the housing market next year.
Yet the overall economy is
likely to benefit only slightly
from higher home sales. Too
many factors are weighing on
the fledgling recovery.
Home construction is weak.
Foreclosures are rising, lob
creation is slow. And consumers remain reluctant to
spend.
The Realtors group, said
resales rose 10.1 percent to
a seasonally adjusted annual
rate of 6,1 million in October,
from a downwardly revised
pace of 5.54 million in
September. It was the biggest
monthly increase in a decade,
and far above the 5.65 million pace economists expected, according to Thomson
Reuters.
Investors seized on the better-than-expected home sales,
along with a falling dollar,
to snap up stocks. The Dow
Jones industrial average and
other stock indexes rose more
than 1 percent in early afternoon trading.
Reduced prices combined
with federal programs to lower
mortgage rates and bring
more buyers into the market are driving the housing

The charges unsealed yesterday in
Minneapolis include allegations that the
men provided financial support to those
who traveled to the East African country to fight on behalf of al-Shabab The
charges also allege that they attended
al-Shabab terrorist training camps and
fought on behalf of al-Shabab.
One of the eight named Monday is
Mohamud Said Omar, who is currently
beingiield in the Netherlands.
-Patrick Condon (AP)

Authorities say the boy was
marched by his father to a vacant
lot in the Detroit enclave of
Highland Park on Nov 16 and
ordered at gunpoint to strip before
being shot

According to the class-action law
suit, protesters and bystanders were
trapped on all sides by police and then
arrested in a calculated attempt to
disrupt days of planned protests Many
people were held for houis in harsh
conditions, the plaintiffs alleged

The father. Jamar Pmkney Sr..
faces one count of first-degree
murder.

Earlier this month, the city settled
a lawsuit with eight anti-war protesters arrested in 2002. agreeing to pay
$450,000

Bishop Edgar L. Vann II asked
those arriving at the funeral to pray
for the family. Vann says he wants
to remind the family there s room
for hope and a need for faith in ■
God despite the tragic events

-Sarah Karush (AP)

-David Runt (AP)

BART police Cmdr Daniel
Hartwig said Saturday's use-of-force
case will be tlmoughly investigated

•

The Associated Press

As many as 20 young Somali men
have left Minnesota over the last two
years for Somalia and are believed to
have pined the Somali terror group alShabab At le.ist three have died

"When we do kick those crutches
out from under the housing market,
will it be able to stand on its own?
It's really hard to tell."
Mark Fleming | Chief Economist

market recovery. The median sales price was $173,100,
down 7 percent from a year
earlier and off roughly 2 percent from September.
Many experts predict prices
will hit a new low next spring,
perhaps falling another 5 to 10
percent, as more foreclosures
get pushed onto the market.
The government has tried to
counter that trend by offering
a tax incentive for first-time
buyers and by keeping mortgage rates around 5 percent
since the spring.
The taxcredit of up to S8.000
for first-time owners was originally set to run out on Nov. 30.
But Congress renewed it earlier this month and broadened
its reach. People who have
owned their current homes
for at least five years can now
claim a tax credit of up to
$6,500 for a home purchase.
To qualify, buyers must sign a
purchase agreement by April
30.
The Realtors' report on
October home sales reflects
offers made before buyers
knew the tax credit would be
extended.
"The incentives really did get
people to go out and buy," said
Wells Fargo economist Adam
York. "The question is: What
does the trend look like when
the credit is over with?"
Home sales are likely to
drop over the winter as buyers jiibernate for a few months
without the looming tax credit
deadline.
The new deadline means
"we're going to see some good
activity coming out of the
spring," said Pat Lashinsky,
chief executive of online real

estate brokerage ZipRealty
Inc.
But the government support
can't last forever. For example,
the Federal Reserve is likely to
curtail its effort to push down
mortgage rates next year. If
rates then rise too high, it
would make home purchases
less affordable and dampen
demand.
"When we do kick those
crutches out from under the
housing market, will it be able
to stand on its own?" said
Mark Fleming, chief economist with real estate information company First American
Corel.ogic. "It's reallv hard to
tell."
Othercconomistscautioncd
that consumer spending and
job creation remain too weak
for the economy to mount a
strong recovery.
"The increase in home
sales will provide a welcome
boost to housing-related consumption and employment
although, unfortunately, not
by enough to prevent a prolonged period of sluggish
consumer spending and labor
market weakness," Paul Dales
of Capital Economics wrote in
a research note.
But for homebuyers with
cash and access to credit, falling prices and low mortgage
rates have proved irresistible,
loey Wilson, 53, and her
husband made unsuccessful
offers on 20 Las Vegas homes
since midsummer before
closing on a four-bedroom,
$136,000 home this month.
"It's insane," said Wilson,
who relocated from Kentucky.
"I've never.seen a market like
this before."

HOUSES! HOUSES! HOUSES!

Obama calls security meeting on
Afghanistan with war council
WASHINGTON (AP)—President
Barack Obama called his war
council together yesterday as
he moves toward a decision on
whether to add more U.S. forces in
Afghanistan.
White House press secretary
Robert Gibbs said he's not aw-are
of any more such strategy sessions being scheduled, tlie latest
signal that Obama is closing in on
a revamped war strategy after several weeks of review. Gibbs said the

soonest Obama would announces
decision would Ix'iiext week
(fauna first called tlie high-powered national security team together in August as he began wrestling
with a new plan for Afghanistan
and neighboring Pakistan, where
the al-Qaida leadership is believed
hiding, yesterday's session would
be the 10th to be held in the secure
White I louse situation room.
Obama'sdiscussion with his war
advisers was expected to center
on bow and when any additional
troops could be pulled back out
of Afghanistan, liariier this month.

DECISION: Obama has given himself plenty of lime to decide on troops in Afghanistan,
taking until the end of the year to make his decision.

Obama rejected all of his war
options in their current form, pushing instead for revisions to clarify'
when U.S. troops would turn over
responsibility to the Afghan government, and under what conditions.
Commanding Gen. Stanley
McChrystal has sakl more U.S.

forces were needed to head off a U.S.
failure in the light against Taliban
militants in Afghanistan. He has
recommended about 40.000 addi
tional troops.
Obama has given himself flexibility on the timing o! his decision,
saving he would announce it by
year's end.
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"She was a very kind, professional just fun loving person."
- Sarah Waters, senior associate director of Residence Life on the
loss of her coworker Heather Ahuero
Tuesday. November 24.2009 4

PEOPLE ON THE STREET
"PldyStation4. I'm
thankful it hasn't

What are you thankful for?
"The sleep I'm going

"Four years of

to get over break.".

success at BG."

"Gingers."

k

VISIT US AT
BGVIEVVS.COM

Have you own take on

:i yet."

today's People On The
Street? Or a suggestion for
BRITTANY McGOWN.
Senior.
Dance

JASON HARTIGAN,

DAYVMULDOWNEY.
Sophomore.
Undecided

DARIUS BISHOP.
Senior.
ECT

a question? Give us your
feedback at bgviewscom.

LETTERSTO THE EDITOR
Student Veteran Task
Force event a success,
starts organization
The veteran reception hosted

LL MAN,
W W THAT REAL. Y

GETSUNDER

MYSKIN'
;

[BGNEW< PRESENTS

FALCON SCREECH
I really hate how rude people are on the sidewalks around campus. I can't count how many times I've had to step off the sidewalk
and into the mud so some group of people can walk three-across
and take up the entire sidewalk. It may seem insignificant, but it's
really common courtesy, and some people need to learn some.

•

h\ the Student Veteran Task
lour Nov. 10 in the Union was
a huge success.
The reception honored all
veterans heie on campus. The
event brought together the task
force which includes students,
faculty and staff who are veterans.
Due to the great turn out. the
formation of a Student veteran
Organization has started. This
will be the first and only Student
organization developed solely
for the student veterans on
campus.
The organization's primary
objective is to help student
veterans through support and
comoroderj on campus.
This is a necessary organization for campus, and we are
mi irr than proud and honored
to have established it.

you. We get it. Your? pretty pumped to be the teacher's pet. You sit
next to them everyday, volunteer at every possible opportunity and
are the first to show up and the last to leave. On top of that, you
i-e SUPER SMART Interrupting the prof and
peaks is just obnoxious and we are all fed up.
. d catch a hint from our eye-rolling but apparTFU.

,

'" the assistant sports editor who bashed all of the stunot going to the Women's Basketball WNIT game last

The debate over same-sex mar
riage in this country creates
many strong opinions regarding
what, if any. consequences it will
have on the economy and the

"sanctity of marriage."

picture i" the paper. Sorry we can't all be at two places at once. Just

Many religious organizations
have taken a stance against
increased rights for samesex couples, but the Catholic
Archdioceseol Washington, DC
is staunchly against the idea, Hiking drastic measures tci prove

a suggestion to check all of your facts before you start bashing the

their point

ig us, the students, for the loss. Guess what? It's not
up to the students to win games He also failed to mention that a
itudents were probably at the Men's hockey game that
same night.! was there, and I saw a lot of students there as well. I'm
prett,
....
i [ g "| support BG Hockey"

students that actually support BGSU sports Thanks.

I have no problem if people want to bring Pop Tarts, muffins or
even candy to class in the morning or if people need to leave the
room momentarily. But if you do choose to partake in either of
these, please open your food wrapper before class starts and be
courteous enough to hold the door so it doesn't slam in the middle
of the teachers lesson.

'.
Tights do NOT count as pants. I don't know who first started this
fashion trend, but it's unsr; I .

SPEAK YOUR MIND.

■

.

www.bgviews.com

that attended.
Our first planning meetings
for the organization were held
last week and we will continue
to host more sessions in the

future.
All veterans are encouraged to
attend the sessions. They will be
held in the Union in the Smith
Multicultural Lounge (222).
for further Information
on the organization, please
contact Brandon Chandler
at bdchand@bgsu.edu, Kris
Newton at knewtonC" bgsti.
edu or luan Enriquez at
enrii|iijC» bgsu.edu.

Kristin Newton is n senior
majoringin Microbiology, Respond
to her III ihenews9hgnewsAom

Check the facts before
criticizing the student
body's attendance
lust like (Iregg Brandon
criticized liilcon fans at the end
of his coaching tenure, Sean
Shapiro has followed suit. I le
not only disrespected almost all
of the Falcon faithful, including
myself, but also did not realize
the importance of that night to
falcon hockey.
The University hockey team
got their first win of the season
that night (Nov. 13), heating
Alaska 3-1. Not only was it hockey's first win, but notable hockrv
alumni players and coaches
were in attendance that weekend from the first University
hockey team and the 1984
National Championship Team,
f lockey is probably the most
popular sport on campus, ben
without a win on the season,
1,759 people came out to support the hockey team that night,
and not the women's basketball

team
last time I checked, the
hockey team had one national
championship; the women's
basketball team had none. Left
have the women's basketball
team prove their strength and
win a significant road game
instead of completely dropping
theball like they did at OSU.
What it boils down to is, in
this town, hockey will always
rule over almost every other
sport, and a free hockey game
will most certainly beat out
a women's basketball game,
where students are charged for
tickets.
Don't pull a (iregg Brandon
and blame the falcon fans,
blame the conflict in schedule, look what happened to
Brandon — he got fired.

David Houser is a Junior
majoring in Environmental
Policy and Analysts. Respond to
him al tlieneivst^hgneit's.com

Catholic Church should take note of
its teachings and be kind toward all

On behalf of the class. I would like to address your behavior. Yes.

want us I

This could not have been
accomplished without the
time and effort from everyone
involved. This includes the
members of the task force,
the gracious donation from
University catering, University
Events Planning for providing
the space and ail the veterans

The Washington city council will propose —and likely
pass— a law nexi month permitting same-sex marriages in the
city and prohibiting discrimination against same-sex couples.
Concerned the provisions of the
law will require the church to
provide benefits to same-sex
Couples, the church is threatening lo sever lies with the city and
abandon any contracts they have
with the city.
This creates a scenario where
the church may no longer provide such social programs as
homeless shelters. According to

the Washington lost, the stxial
service faction of the church.
Catholic Charities, provides
approximately S10 million to the
city in order to fund the social
service programs orchestrated by
the city.
It is understandable that the
Catholic Church would not want
to support a law that goes against
their system ol beliefs. However.
such a move by the archdiocese
would hurt people who rely on
the money and services provided by Catholic Charities and it
would send a bad message about
the church's priorities.
As a Catholic myself, I admire
the work that Catholic Charities
does. I am glad to see the money
the church receives from parishioners goes to help those in need.
I lowcver. not only do I disagree
with the church's stance on this
law, hut also the archdiocese's
methods in showing their disapproval with the proposed law.
It creates a sort ol false dichotomy, in which the Washington city
council must choose Between
passing the anti-discrimination lull and potentially putting
homeless people Currently receiving aid back out on the streets.
It's saying gay people receiving
benefits and equal protection
will cause poor people to suffer.
Increasing gay rights and gelling
roofs over the heads of homeless

Washington residents are seemingly two unrelated issues, and
the well-being of those less fortunate should not be reliant upon
this bill.
Everyone
pays
taxes.
Unfortunately, we cannot dietan what projects they will fund.
Again, it is unfortunate that the
archdiocese's money may have
lo go toward something they disagree with. But at the same time,
much of the money they do give
to the city is put to great use.
Is it worth losing such a strong
tie with the city of Washington
because you disapprove of one
decision it makes?
The Washington Post quotes
Susan Gibbs, an archdiocese
spokeswoman, as saying, "The
city is saying in order lo provide social services, you need to
be secular, l-'or us, that's really
a problem." While it may be
important to be non-secular,
such a move by the archdiocese
could be completely off-putting,
and may turn people against the
church. They may not be looked
al as an organization that helps
others in the name of lesus, but
rather as one that only works to
put forward a specific agenda.
AsaGilhnlielfeeltlieChristian
thing to do in such a situation is
continue offering services even
in the midst of such a challenge
of the church's beliefs. I'm sure

at some point, the archdiocese
has assisted someone who did
not follow the church's teachings,
and had no plans to do so.
Christians are supposed to
help others, regardless of any
sins they may have committed. In this case, helping others
doesn't require being secular, it
just requires basic human decency. This principle should not and
does not have to be compromised by the passing of this law.
It's not die people receiving tinbenefits of the social programs
who are making the law rather, it
is the elected officials of the city.
Its as if people who do rely on the
city's social programs, partially
funded by the church, are collateral in this conflict.
11 the church is willing to stop
honoring contracts widi the city,
it will do so as a hull-headed
means to prove a point. In doing
so, they will not be hurting die
people who did not follow die
church's belief system, but those
uninvolved with the lawinaking
process.
Rather than spreading the
church's teachings by trying to
stop gay rights, the archdiocese
should look to the teachings of
lesus and help those truly in
ticai
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NATION BRI
2 men charged after
3 men found slain in
rural Ky.

SC gov faces 37
ethics charges for
breaking state laws

SF area officer,
passenger injured
during arrest

Charges against 8 in
missing Somali case
unsealed

DC agrees to $13M
settlement over
protest arrests

Hundreds mourn
Mich, boy allegedly
slain by father

GLASGOW. Ky (AP) - Kentucky
Slate Poke say two arrests have been
made following the discovery of three
bodies in rural Kentucky

COLUMBIA S.C. - South Carolina
Gov Mark Sanlord faces 57 ethics
charges for breaking state laws limiting
official use of airplanes and involving
campaign money

OAKLAND. Calif (AP)-A train
passenger s video of an arrest shows
heavy-duty glass shattering and
showering down on a San Francisco
area transit police officer and an
uniuly passenger man incident that
injured both men

MINNEAPOLIS-Federal prosecutors liav-

USHINGTON-TI
Columb
SB mil
ell
lit

DETR1'
are und1

State polke said yesterday that the
bodies ol three Hispanic males were
found by hunters Sunday afternoon in
a thicket of pine trees about 75 miles
south of Louisville The victims have not
yet been identified.
Police say 20-year-old Miguel A
Velazquez of Cave City was arrested
and charged with three counts of
murder and tampering with physical
evidence.
Eighteen year-old Marcos Bautista
is charged with complicity to murder,
tampering with physical evidence and
possession of marijuana
Neither man had an attorney listed
in court records
Investigators don't have a motive yet
and aren't sure how long the bodies were
there Autopsies were being done Monday

The details were released yesterday
by the State Ethics Commission. They
came five days after the panel charged
the governoi without offering any
specifics.
Sanlord's lawyers have claimed the
charges involve minor and technical
aspects of the law
The charges followed a probe into
whether Sanfoid used state aircraft for
personal and political trips, used pricey
airline seats despite low-ccht travc-l
requirements and reimbursed himself
with campaign cash.
Sanford has been under scrutiny
since he vanished for five days over the
summer, reappearing to tearfully admit
to an extramarital affair with a woman
he later called his "soul mate
-Jim Davenport (AP)

The video, taken Saturday evening
and posted on YouTube. shows the
Bay Area Rapid Transit officer pushing the passenger toward a glass
wall along the West Oakland station
platform It s unclear what caused
the glass to break
BART s police force has faced
scrutiny since an officer fatally shot
an unarmed passenger on New
Year's Day at another Oakland
BART station That officer. Johannes
MehseHe. later resigned and has
been charged with murder
The officer in Saturday's incident
used excessive force and behaved
outrageously, said John Bums, an
attorney who is suing BART on
behalf of the family of Oscar Gram,
the man shot by Mehserle

eight more people as part of a longrunning investigation of young men
who left the United States to fight m
Somalia
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BART poke Cmdr Daniel
Hartwig said Saturdays use-of-force
case will be tlwroughly investigated

Obama calls security meeting on
Afghanistan with war council

October sales gains lift hopes for
housing market highest in two years
ByAlanZibel
the Associated Press

WASHINGTON—First-time
buyers seized on an expiring
lax credit, low mortgage rales
and falling prices to boost
home sales in October to their
highest level in 2 years.
Home sales are now nearly
[17 percent above from their
bottom in January, though Still
16 percent below their peak in
2005. At the current sales pace,
there's a modest seven-month
supply for sale. In some areas,
there are bidding wars.
The report Monday from
the National Association of
Realtors pleased investors
on Wall Street. And analysis
said the homebuyer lax credit,
which has been extended, will
help sustain the housing market next year.
Yel the overall economy is
likely to benefit only slightly
from higher home sales. Too
many factors are weighing on
the fledgling recovery.
Home construction is weak.
Foreclosures are rising, lob
creation is slow. And consumers remain reluctant to
spend.
The Realtors group said
resales rose 10.1 percent to
a seasonally adjusted annual
rale of 6.1 million in October,
from a downwardly revised
pace of 5.54 million in
September, n was the biggest
monthly increase in a decade,
and far above the 5.6S million pace economists expected, according to Thomson
Reulers.
Investors seized on die beller-lhan-cxpecied home sales,
along with a falling dollar,
lo snap up slocks. The Dow
(ones industrial average and
other slock indexes rose more
than 1 percent in early afternoon trading.
Reduced prices combined
with federal programs to lower
mortgage rates and bring
more buyers into the marbet are driving the housing

WASHINGTON (AW—Pteskleni

"When we do kick those crutches
out from under the housing market,
will it be able to stand on its own?
It's really hard to tell."
Mart Ren
market recovery. The median sales price was $173,100,
down 7 percent from a year
earlier and off roughly 2 percent from September.
Many experts predict prices
will hit a new low next spring,
perhaps falling another 5 to 10
percent, as more foreclosures
get pushed onto the market.
The government has tried to
counter thai trend by offering
a tax incentive for first-time
buyers and by keeping mortgage rales around 5 percent
since the spring.

The tax credit of up to $8,000
lor first-time owners was originally set to run out on Nov. 30.
Bill Congress renewed il earlier this month and broadened
its reach. People who have
owned their current homes
for al least five years can now
claim a lax credil of up to
S6.500 for a home purchase.
In qualify, buyers must sign a
purchase agreement bv April
30.
The Realtors' report on
October home sales reflects
offers made before buyers
knew the tax credil would be
extended.
"The Incentives really did get
people to go out and buy,'' said
Wells Fargo economist Adam
York. "The question is: What
does the trend look like when
the credit is over with?"
Home sales are likely lo
drop over Ihe winter as buyers hibernate for a few months

without the looming tax credit
deadline.
The new deadline means
"we're going to see some good
activity coming out of the
spring,'' said Pal l.ashinsky,
chief executive of online real

estate brokerage ZipRealty

Inc.
But the government support
can't last forever. For example.
the Federal Reserve is likely to
Curtail its effort lo push down
mortgage rates next year. If
rales then rise loo high, il
would make home purchases
less affordable and dampen
demand
When we do kick those
crutches out from uiulci the
housing market, will it be able
to stand on its own?" said
Mark Fleming, chief economist with real estate information company First American

CoreLogic. "It's really hard to
tell."
Othereconomists cautioned
thai consumer spending and
job creation remain loo weak
for the economy to mount a
st rang recovery.
"The increase in home
sales will provide a welcome
boost to housing-related consumption and employment

although, unfortunately, not
by enough to prevent a pro
longed period of sluggish
consumer spending and labor
market weakness," Haul Dales
of Capital Economics wrote in
a research note.
Bui for homebuyers with
cash and access to credit, falling prices and low mortgage
rales have proved irresistible.
loey Wilson, 53, and her
husband made unsuccessful
offers on 20 Fas Vegas homes
since midsummer before
closing on a four-bedroom,

liarack Obama called his war
council together yesterday as
he moves toward a decision on
whether to arid more I IS. tones in
Afghanistan.
white Nous*- press secretary
liolicrt (libbs said he's not aware
ol any more such strategy sessions being scheduled, the latest
signal that Obama is dosing in on
a revaniixil war strategy alter sei
eral weeks of review, (iihbs said the
soonest Obama would announce a
decision would be next week.
t ihania liisi called the high pow
ered national security leant together in August as he began Wrestling
with a new plan for Afghanistan
and neighboring Pakistan, where
theal-Qaitla leadership is believed
hiding, yesterday's session would
he the 10th lobe held in the scenic
While I louse silnation room.
Ohama'sdisi'tission with his war
advisers was expected to center
on how and when any additional
troops could be pulled back out
ol Ughanistan. Eatiier this month,

feosion

responsibilft) to the ughan government and undei what conditions.
Commanding Gen. Stanley

lorccs u ere ni vdccl Ii i head ofta U.S.
failure in the light against lalilxin
militants in \fghanisQn, He has
recommended about 40,000 additional troops.
Obama has given himseli flexihility on the timing ol his decision,
saying he would announce it In

Mi ('hrvst.il has said more U.S.

year'send

Obama rejected all ol his war
options in their current form, pushing instead lot revisions to darifj
when U.S. troops would turn over
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$136,000 home this month.
"It's insane," said Wilson,
who relocated from Kentucky,
I've never.seen a market like
this before."
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NONSTOP FLIGHTS TO FT. MYERS AREA

HOUSES! HOUSES! HOUSES!
BEST SELECTION OF 2,3,4,5 AND 6 BEDROOM HOUSES
AVAILABLE FOR FALL 2010.
Amenities included in many of our houses:
-

Furnished or unfurnished
Washer and Dryer
Garbage disposal, dishwasher
Large yards
1 and 2 car garages
Full basements
Most homes are NEW or REMODELED

Air conditioning
Gas log fireplaces
' 1-2 blocks from campus
May or August leases available
Microwaves
Walk in closers

3-6 People allowed depending on location
CALL FOR DETAILS (419) 352-0717

www.greenbriarrentals.com
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No looking back now
Coach Clawson: 'Now we
have our Super Bowl'
"It feels great [to be

By Stan Shapiro
Assistant Sports Editor

RVANPIROG
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SET AND READY: Freddie Banes looks back as he waits for a pass Irom quarterback Tyler Sheehan (not pictured). Barnes and the Falcons are now looking ahead though, as their
postseason hopes could rest on earning a win against Toledo on Friday

The BG Toledo rivalry has had
nicknames before, such as the
Battle of 1-75 and the Baltic for
the Peace Pipe, but BG coach
Dave Clawson may have just
given the annual contest its best
moniker yet.
The SUIXT Bowl.
"It was a good win. We've got
our goals still alive and now we
have our Super Bowl next week,"
Clawson said after BG's 36-20
win over Akron on Friday.
Winning BG's version of the
Super Bowl would also go a long
way toward ensuring there is a
bowl game on the schedule this
season.
At 6-5, the Falcons are already
bowl eligible, but with Central
Michigan, Ohio and Temple
already with at least eight wins, it
seems any bowl chance will have
to be an at-large bid, as opposed
to one of the three with MidAmerican Conference tie-ins.
"It feels great (to be bowl eligible|. We still have a game left;
I'm not loo sure if we were going
to get a bowl at 6-6 and Toledo
is pretty tough, so that is not a
guarantee," Freddie Barnes said.
Not only would a win put BG
into the mix of at-large bowl eligible teams, it would also guarantee Toledo a losing season and
improve BG's current winning
streak against their rival to three
games.
This year's rendition of the
rivalry, the First for Clawson and
Toledo coach T'odd Beckman,
will feature three of the MAC'S
top receivers.
While Barnes, a Biletnikoff
finalist and the nation's leader
in the three major receiving
categories, is the headline! of
Friday's matchup, Toledo also
has an impressive receiving corp,

By Andrew Harner
Sports Editor

Free throwing
BG is averaging less than 10

t.

See NOTES | Page 7
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left; I'm not too sure
if we were going to
get a bowl at 6-6
and Toledo is pretty
tough, so that is not
a guarantee."
Freddie Barnes I Receiver
led by Fric Page and Stephen
Williams.
The duo has combined for 146
catches and 12 touchdowns this
season. On top of that, they're
averaging a combined 182.9
yards per contest.
Wide receiver star power is just
the tipping point of the offense
explosion that could ensue
Friday, as each team is averaging
over 400 yards of total offense per
game, which could lead to a long
day for both defenses.
The Rockets rank in the bottom three of almost every defensive category, including points
allowed (37.6 per game) and
total defense (418.2 yards per
game).
On the other side of the spectrum. BG's defense has struggled as well, allowing opposing
teams to run for almost 200
yards per game and allowing
385.5 yards of total offense per
contest.
An offensive explosion would
also continue the trend from the
past two seasons, as a combined
95 points have been scored over
those meetings.

Women's
basketball
ends road trip
tonight

Stats suggest Falcons
must improve defense
After the Falcon men's basketball team started the season
off on the right loot defensively
against Wayne State, their last
two opponents have had a field
day shooting the ball.
BG held WSU to a 36.2 held
goal percentage, while allowing them to make just one 3pointer.
However, Xavier and Iowa
combined to shoot 56.2 percent
and make 24 3-pointers. leaving
BG's defense a point of concern
for coach FouisOrr.
CHRISTINA MCdNNIS I 'lit BG SEWS
"From a statistical point
of view, we haven't played IMPROVEMENT: Coach Louis Orr said
defense," Orr said. "We really his team needs to get more free throw
haven't guarded like we did in attempts.
the past."
In the most recent past — the free throw attempts a game
2008-09 season — the Falcons this season and is hitting only
were among the Mid-American 48.1 percent (13-for-27) of those
Conference leaders in field goal attempts.
And considering their oppodefense, allowing opponents
to make 39.3 percent of shots sition has made more free
and just 30.1 percent of 3-point throws (37) than the Falcons
have attempted, Orr said
shots.
But after losing three seniors the team needs to play more
to graduation, Orr's squad is aggressively.
now a work in progress that,
"That's a sign of a couple
amongst other things, simply things," Orr said. "One is not
gives up too many easy baskets being as solid fundamentally
as it struggles to find a defen- as you need to be. Also, you're
sive system that suits the play- not playing physical basketball."
ers best.
Against Iowa, BG only
"We have to find the right
balance between our man and attempted two free throws,
our zone because neither one both coming late in the second
has really stopped people," Orr half, and the team's top three
said. "We're a work in progress players in minutes are a comand our goal is get better every bined l-for-3 from the stripe
this season.
day."

bowl eligible]. We
still have a game

By Andrew Harnar
Sports Editor
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CHAMPS: The Falcon rugby club has won three straight Midwest Chairi|ipionsnips

BG rugby players happy to be champions
By CJ Watson

Reporter
Now that they have the
Midwest Championship under
their belt, the BG rugby team
is preparing for the National
Championships in the spring.
The team is bringing with
them experience and a confidence that sets them aparj
from many clubs in the country. The Falcons have won the
Midwest three years in a rOWi
meaning this is the club's thirdstraight trip to Nationals.
Although reaching the tournament was a huge goal for the
club, they arc not content with
stopping there.
"We will be one of the remaining 16 teams in the nation," said
prop Duane Miller. "That is an
i

"This year means the most to me because
I was injured last year and didn't get to
experience the victory for myself. Also,
now that I am a leader on this team, it
feels really good to win the title."
Nick Viviani I Senio'r
honor, but it is something that
wcwillneedtorealizeisnotour
destination. We want to win
the National Championship,
not just go to the playoffs."
For seniors on the team,
being the best team in the
Midwest region is a great
accomplishment.
"As for winning the Midwest
title three years in a row, i can't

be happier," said fly half and
captain Nick Viviani. "This
year means the most to me
because 1 was injured last year
and didn't get to experience
the victory for myself. Also,
now that I am a leader on this
team, it feels really good to win
See CHAMPS I Pane 7

Any doubters that women's basketball coach Curt Miller scheduled more challenging nonconference games this season should be
convinced after the team's threegame road trip.
With losses against No. 3 Ohio
State and Marist during the
Preseason WNIT.Miller'ssquadd2) will now face another challenge
today as they travel to Oakland
University (1-3), which went 27-6
last season.
T'ipoff is scheduled for 6:30 p.m.
The two teams last met in 2006,
with the Falcons coming out on
top in an 89-58 blowout.
The Golden Grizzlies are led
by freshman forward Bethany
Watterworth, who is averaging 15
points and 6.8 rebounds per game,
while also making 24-of-31 free
throws.
Senior guard Melissa Jeltema is
the team's leading rebounder with
eight per game, while also adding
12.3 points per game and seven
total steals.
The Falcons are led by junior
guardTracy Pontius, wholeadsthe
team with 13.7 points per game;
junior guard Lauren Prochaska.
who leads the team with seven
rebounds per game; and senior
forward )en Uhl, who leads the
team with a 63.2 shooting percentage off the bench.
As a whole, the Grizzlies are
shooting at more than 40 percent,
but they have been outscored 298263 on the season, including an
87-75 loss to Toledo.
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THE BG NEWS PICKS OF THE WEEK

BG
vs. Toledo

BG 7
West Virginia
vs. No. 8 Pitt
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Its an early Turkey Day
edition of pick 'em. The lop
spot in the pick em has
changed hands (or the fiist
time in nine weeks. But.
with an exciting slate of
Mid-American Conference
and national games, there's
nothing that says that will
stay the same

4
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Mr Barnes does it all as he
throws, runs, catches and returns
a kick for a TD. Also don't be surprised if he hits all four PATs.
BG 28. Toledo 17

Because Coach Clawson is a
reader, I'll skip the sexual innuendo and get right to the picks

Pitt is one of those teams that
can win almost any road game,
including this one.

Pitt comes out on top in this
"Backyard Brawl'' Is it just me or
does that sound like a porno?

One time Harner experienced a
very creepy 7-Eleven in WV

Pitt 26. WV10

Since this game is in
Morgantown. the home team
runs free like Keith Morgan did
on that onside kick last week
WV 14, Pitt 10

Pitt 29, WV 15

Pitt 10. WV 2

It's funny to think that if Temple
loses this game, they don't win
the MAC East. I guess they just
have to win then, don't they'
Temple 54, Ohio 21

I'm going go pull a Harner here.
and say home field advantage
sends Ohio to the MAC title
game
Ohio 21. Temple 17

I like my MAC games lik? I like
my sports stars turned analysts
Tight and on television.

One time Harner got sick on the
way home from OU.

Ohio 24. Temple 17

Temple 10. Ohio 2

Ohio
vs. Temple

Temple -2.5
No. 11 Oklahoma St.
vs. Oklahoma

Central Michigan
vs. Northern Illinois
CMU-9.5
N0.I8BYU
vs. No. 22 Utah
BYU-75
Overall record

BG 27. Toledo 24

Oklahoma has only lost at home
once this season and that was to
BYU That's legit.

In a high-scoring game, the
Sooners pull out a Lions against
Browns-esque victory.

OU 55, Oklahoma St. 27

OU 54, Oklahoma St. 51

Dan LeFevour goes nuts in this
game, making the argument for
MAC Player of the Year that
much tougher.
CMU56.NIU51

In his final home game. CM15
The only place Huskies win is in
prepares to write the final chapter line at Dunkin Donuts
of his MAC career at Ford Field
for a conference championship
CMU48.NIU17
CMUS1.NIU21.

This is my fiist week in 9 weeks
not being in the lead I am devoting my picks to Harner. 10-2 is his
birthday
BG 10. Toledo 2

Since I refuse to make another
Whetherholt threw me under
"Sooner" joke. I'm rooting for the the bus that Harner was driving.
Okla-HOME-a team. "
Much like what the Cowboys will
do to the Sooners
OU 45. Oklahoma St. 24
Oklahoma St. 10. OU 2

My boyfriend likes Cougars. I
don't think he was talking about
this game, though
BYU 27, Utah 24

Harner and I are actually from the
same area I went to a cross country meet at his school but didn't
know him then Yay. Tim Tebow!
BYU 10. Utah 2

45-27

38-34

44-26

CHAMPS
From Page 6

the title."
Others shared the same sense
of achievement as their fellow
teammate and captain.
"This championship is so special because 1 am a senior and in
the previous two years I played
for the seniors on those teams,"
Miller said. "I felt like this year
the team was playing for me. It
is a wonderful feeling to be the
champion, but to be the champion with 50 other guys behind
you, there is no greater feeling.''

ENOCHVAJ I IHESGNEWS

CHARITABLE: BG's Brian Moore has done missionary work during the hockey offseason the past two summers.

Hockey small part of Moore's life
By Paul B.lrncy
Reporter
For the past two summers,
Brian Moore has taken a trip
that ultimately changed his
outlook on life.
Moore, a senior defenseman
on the BG hockey team, was
able to raise enough money his
sophomore and junior years so
that he could go on mission
trips to Haiti and Columbia.
After getting involved in
Active Christians Today, an
on-campus ministry, Moore
got the chance to visit inmates
at the Wood County jail and
quickly realized this was something he wanted to get involved
in.
"1 really enjoyed working
with the inmates at the Wood
County jail, and I was like, 'this
is something 1 really want to
do,'" Moore said.
Afterfinishinghissophomore
year in 2008, Moore, along with
members of ACT, packed up
their luggage and began the
summer with a trip to Haiti.
They flew right to Port au
Paix, to the site where their

NOTES

mission would take place — an
orphanage.
For the entire duration of
their trip, Moore helped the
children by painting the compound at the orphanage, giving
away food, distributing toiletries and praying and hosting
vacation Bible schools.
Moore described the kids as
being forthcoming and very
thankful for what they were
doing.
Moore and ACT spent 10 days
in Haiti helping the less fortunate, witnessing firsthand
just how different a third world
country is from that of the
United States.
"The struggle for food is the
biggest thing that you see,"
Moore said. "In those places
it's a pretty big deal for people,
where their next meal is coming from."
The experience taught Moore
just how good it is in America.
"I've never seen It he struggle
for foodl before." he said. "It's
just something in the United
States that you never even think
about.''
In recognition of his work,

Thomas
Will be coaching
against BG on

From Page 6
NBA star in BG
Former Detroit Pistons standout Isaiah Thomas will be in
Bowling Green Nov. 30.
The Falcons will be taking on
Florida International, which is
coached by Thomas.
Eurotrip
Brian Moten and Nate Miller
— two seniors from last season's
MAC championship team—are
playing basketball in Europe
this season.

Monday
Moten is playing for the UBC
Hannover Tigers in Germany
and is averaging 15.9 points per
game on the strength of a 62.5
shooting percentage through
nine games.
Nathan Miller, as he is
referred to in Spain, is playing
for the Leyma Basquet Coruna
and averaging 12.5 points and

Moore was one of 21 nominees
nationally to be nominated for
the Bank of New York Mellon
Hockey Humanitarian Award
last February.
Moore was not finished with
his work, however.
This past summer, he went to
Columbia with a church from
Indianapolis, near his hometown of Carmel, Ind.
Though the work he did was
similar to that in Haiti, Moore's
time in Columbia involved visiting inmates at a prison, distributing food and traveling
the area a lot more rather than
staying in a central location,
which opened the door to serving more people.
A business pre-law major,
Moore has his sights set on
doing similar projects like this
in the near future.
"My plan is to go to law school
and I want to be an international lawyer," Moore said "I'd
love to work for the UN or the
International Criminal Court or
State Department, somewhere
along those lines because it's
definitely what my interest has
always been in."

Brian
^P^B Moten
HBBH Is averaging 15.9
IJM^^^H points per game
I^L^I in Germany
6.7 rebounds per game through
his first 10 games with the
team.

Up next
BG will take on WisconsinMilwaukee at Anderson Arena
Saturday at 2 p.m. before welcoming Thomas and FIU
Monday at 7 p.m.

LEASING FOR
LL2010
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SUDOKU
To play: Complete the grid
so that every row, column
and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9,There is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve
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The club's success over the
years can be attributed to many
things. The main foundations
of the club have been support
from former coach and now
club director, Hoger Vla/zarclla,
and current coach and former
star player of the club. Tony
Mazzarella. Not only have they
done a superb job running the
club, their efforts to recruit high
character players that love the
game of rugby has set BG apart
from other teams in not only
the Midwest, but the country.
"We recruit guys that want
to play the game." Miller said.
"And while they mas' not he the
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best rugby players in the world,

they are excellent athletes."
The club has been one of (Inmost successful — if not tinmost successful — sports team
on BG's campus over the years.
With winning teams come
high expectations and a sense
of added pressure, and for the
Falcons, that is nothing new.
"We hold ourselves to high
expectations,"' Miller said And
if those expectations are not
met, then it is a failure from
our point of view. Failure is
not acceptable when you play
rugby for Bowling Green State

University."

EA
SPORTS
VIRTUALSHOWDOWN
The BG News did a computer-simulation of BG's season on EA Sports'
NCAA "10 video game. Before each game, we'll post the results.

12

3

4

0 015 8 23
gCO 14 6 6 21 47
This week's top performers:
Tyler Sheehan. QB: 26-41.358 yards. 4 TD; 145 rushing yards, 1 TD
Willie Geter. RB: 32 carries for 182 yards, 1 TD
Ray Hutson, WR: 6 catches for 103 yards. 2 TD

REAL RECORD

6-5

VIRTUAL RECORD

8-3

jur views, Tour views. DV32>u ana Downng ureen

BG Views
CALL FOR DEPOSIT SPECIALS!
(419)352-0717

CREENBRIAR, INC.

1

1

I spent the last couple weeks
feeling like Dan LeFevour. Now
I feel more like Tale Forcier.
Thanks. Harner!
CMU10.NIU2

The last time I picked BYU. they In the battle of Utah. BYU has
lost. I normally don't give second the upper hand in a game that
goes to double overtime
chances, but I feel like theyd t
nice people if we ever met.
BYU 42, Utah 51
BYU 24, Utah 21

59-33

5

8

6

So what if you have to drive back
to BG for this game? It's going 10
be awesome so you should probably make the sacrifice.
BG 45. Toledo 51

Pitt-1.5

7

www.greenbriarrentals.com
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ODD NEWS BRIEFS
Tavern owner says he'll
unveil 100-proof turkey
NEW YORK (AP)-You'll need to be
21 to take a bite out ol this Thanksgiving
turkey. New York City tavern owner
Paul Hurley said he'll unveil what he is
calling the nation's first 100-prool turkey
yesterday. A spokesman lor the owner of
O'Casey's Tavern m Midtown Manhattan
said that the bird is infused with fruitflavored and 100 proof Georgi vodka
for three days before being cooked Tlie
flavors of vodka include peach, raspberry,
cherry and apple.
The gravy is also laced with the distilled liquor.
Out of concern fo' the danger of
diinking-and-dnving. the tavern rs offering free ta»i rides home to anyone who
orders the turkey

The Daily Crossword Fix

.

Me-OW! Cat
survives Illinois
outage-causing run-in

Police: Rl teen
skipped school,
robbed bank

CARROLLTON. Ill (AP) - A cat
went from meow to ow when officials
say it accidentally made contact with a
substation's fuse, causing an outage to
about 1.500 homes and businesses in
southwestern Illinois The feline apparently survived the encounter early
yesterday in the Greene County city of
Carrollton.

WARWICK. RI (AP) - Police
say a 17-year-old Warwick boy
who skipped school to rob a bank
has been arrested after leaving
fingerprints on the threatening note
he passed to the teller. Warwick
police Capt. Sean Collins said the
boy handed a note riddled with
misspellings to a teller, demanding
money or "everyone will be shot."

Workers responding to the outage found the cat still on the ground
several feet from where it apparently
touched the fuse. An Ameren spokeswoman said the animal eventually managed to get up and walk away

The teller at Coastway
Community Bank gave the teen
money, but he didn t have much
time to spend it

Ala. court says woman
can't claim $41.8M
jackpot

Christmas kissing:
On the cheek to
avoid swine flu

STREETSBORO. Ohio (AP) - Police
say a bank robbery suspect in Ohio
may liave eaten evidence wbi n he
gobbled a piece of paper while handcuffed and lying across the hood of a
police cruiser

MONTGOMERY.Ala (AP)-The
Alabama Supreme Court says a
woman who thought she had hit a
jackpot worth almost $42 million
at the Victoryland electronic bingo
center will end up empty lianded. The
court ruled Friday that an electronic
bingo machine that showed Sherry
Knowles had won $41.8 million obviously malfunctioned and that she was
actually due no more than $2 from the
operation in Macon County

LONDON (AP) - Britain's
authority on etiquette says it's more
hygienic to exchange kisses on the
cheek than to shake hands - so the
swine flu pandemic should not make
people afraid of kissing under the
mistletoe this holiday season.

Police say a man walked into the
bank and handed a teller a note that
demanded money.
Police say they found money in a
bag in Ford scar, which lit the description of the bank robber s vehicle, along
with a bank die pack that had exploded.

The Associated Press

ATLANTA — A riding lawn
mower may have four wheels, a
powerful engine and can cost as
much as a used car. If it's stolen,
however, the Georgia Supreme
Court concluded yesterday thai it's
not a motor vehicle,
The 4-3 decision overturned tli**

conviction of l tankHn I Joyd l tarris,
who w-as convicted of felony motor
vehicle theft after he loaded a Tom
riding mower in 2(xx>trom a I lome
Depot i" Dallon into his ran and
sped away. Because Harris was a
repeat offender, he was sentenced
to 10 years in prison.
Public defender Michael
McCarthy told the justices
thai while Harris should still he
charged with theft, he shouldn't be
punished as if he had stolen a car.
A riding mower is many things,
a modern mechanical marvel
among them, but McCarthy said
it's not a motor \ chicle under slate
law.
Prosecutors countered that the
state defines a "motor vehicle" as a
"self-propelled" device, and there's
no doubt a riding mower meets
that standard
The state's top court agreed,
concluding in an 18-page decision
that the sentence should be overturned because the purpose of a
riding mower is to cut grass, not
transport people.
"To be sure, a riding lawn mower
is capable of transporting people
or property and of driving on the
street for short stretches," luslice
David Nahmias wrote in the
opinion. "Hut that is not what the
machine is designed for or how it

The decision reversed a Macon
County court ruling that said
Victoryland owed Knowles $10 million

Debrett's etiquette adviser Jo
Biyant warns people who are not
feeling well to avoid parties altogether.

Knowles had bet $1 on an electronic
bingo machine on May 2.2006 when
the machine started adding credits,
eventually showing she had won $41.8
million Victoryland officials said the
machine displayed the symbol snake
eyes." which only pays two credits,
oi $2.

She also urges those who have
been drinking a lot to steer away
from the mistletoe - because their
"social skills will be impaired" She
did not elaborate on the swine flu
implications of that.

"That is not what the

419-372-6977

machine is designed
for or how it is
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is normally used."
In a dissent, justice Harold
Melton argued thai Georgia lawmakers Specifically defined "motor
vehicle" broadly enough lo include
tiding mowers, It warned thai the
ruling "has inteinreuil ihe Statute
in a manner thai creates conflict
and leads to an absurd result."
The case, which lawyers said set
a precedent in Georgia, conns as
other courts around the country
grapple with similar concerns
about whether riding lawnmowers and similar devices should be
classified as vehicles.
There was no discussion in the
ruling over how the state defines
motor vehicles lor the purpose ol
alcohol-related arrests.
That's siill a blurry issue in
Georgia, where it's a criminal
offense to operate a car, truck or
other "motor vehicle" while under
the influence of alcohol. Despite
the Supreme Court's ruling, prosecutors might siill pursue charges
against those driving under Ihe
influence on mowers, too.
That issue also has drawn
headlines across the country, as
prosecutors from West Virginia
to Oregon haw charged suspects
with driving under the influence
alter catching them prowling the
streets on lawnmowers, golf carts
andcvenatricvcle.

ATTENTION BG!
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1 -3BR house, avail 8/15/10.
1 -3BR apt + util, avail 8/15/10,
1 -3BR house ♦ util, avail 5/15/10.
1 -1BR eltic ♦ elec. avail 5/15/10.
1 room eftic + elec. avail 7/15/10
Call 419-601-3225 or 352-4773

233 W. Merry: 4 BR house, close to
city park, pets permitted. oH-street
parking, zoned for 5 unrelated
people S795/mo. avail now!

Houses & Apartments
www BGApartments com
419-352-8917

3 BR apts. recently updated!
619 High St, BG Available May
Call 419-308-3525
3 BR, 1 1/2 bath townhouse, 3 miles
Irom campus, newly remodeled,
S725/mo -r- util Call 419-708-9981.
311 Ridge - 3 BR house,
avail 8/15/10, nice, good location
S1200/mo. Call 419-352-5882

1 BR apt now avail, ideal lor grad
students or mature undergrads,
close to campus Call 419-352-5414

Look for more listings on the
BG News website housing directory.
www.bgvrews com
Newer 1 BR open eftic garage apt.
small yard w/ firepit, parking incl.
S450/mo ♦ elec, call 419-654-5716.
Shamrock Storage
Winter Special - 25% oil
Many sizes Near BGSU
ShamrockBG com
419-354-0070

All new kitch cabs & tile tloors, quiet
2 BR duplex, kitchen/dinette, living
rm. $450/mo Call 419-654-5716

Subleaser needed ASAP til July,
410 S Main, eftic apt, S335/mo -tut.il

G8 L Rental -2010-2011,
3. 2. & 1 bedrooms.
Call 419-354-9740 lor more info.

Subleaser needed ASAPi Close to
campus. S350/mo, no utilities
319 Ridge SI Call 513-885-8332

1 BR apt across Irom campus.
avail January 1st. S350/mo + util,

www.meccabg.com
Mecca Management, Inc.

Call 419-897-5997.

419-353-5800

1 or 2 subleasers needed lor next
semester, 615 4th St. S275/mot util
4 other female roomates.
Contact Jana at 440-590-3578
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For Rent

Highland Management
1 & 2 avail, now!
Great location, quiet
Call 419-354-6036. M-F, 9am-3pm

Ihe HO News will not knowingly
iitrrrtli rmtiwt ihit iHirrtmfcWi_ iw
■gl tliM nmiiMikin agaimt any Individual or
I ,.!.,.. «-..«..lot. . tt-,,1
Kr..ii|i or, Hi.- I..
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For Rent

*3 bdrm home low as 599 00,
2 blocks 1r univ, also 1/1/10-2 apts.
EH+Rms low as $225. see
Cartyrentals com.353-0325 9a-9p

Classified
Ads

39
41
42
43
44
45
47
48
51
55
56

1 Grumpy mood
2 Morays. e.g.
3 Lawn burrower
4 Arouse, as passion
5 Watch covertly
6 The E in Q.E.D.
7 Solemn promise
8 Sister of Zsa Zsa
9 Fit for a king
10 Biblical cry of adoration
11 Popular Apple
12 Himalayan giant
13 Fit to be drafted
35 Scared response
37 Uncle Tom's creator
18 Queue
40 Duettist with Sheryl
22 Political takeovers
Crow in the song
24 Kellogg's toaster
"Picture"
pastry
41 Toon babies of '90s25 "Alas, poor _!":
'00s TV
Hamlet
44 Sawyer's friend
26 Persian Gulf emirate
46 Frequent, as a diner
27 Wonderland girl
28 Rodent kept as a
47 Like ripe peaches
48 Riga native
house pet
49 Distinctive emanation
30 Baby beds
50 Muffin ingredient
31 Lee jeans alternative
51 Infatuated, old-style
32 Ice cream brand
52 "This is my best
33 Judge's attire
effort"
34 Scarer's shout
53 Any minute now
How duelists begin
54 Guitarist Clapton
Baseball stats
57 Somme summer
"Old MacDonald" refrain
58 Privileges: Abbr.
Rile up
Ado
Resided
Dance from Ireland
ANSWERS
_ Tar Pits
Daybreak
French franc successor
O N A sB. I s 3
■- v 1
With "The." Schwarzenegger
1 O U
1 I 1
v
film released 10/26/1984. and
11 0 1 V N 1 il u J
u n 3
2
S
N
n
S
1
u
V
a hint to the puzzle theme
3 a a V 1
0 1 r
1 1 3 M a
found in the first words of 17-.
■
s
s
n
1■ M 0 ■ 1 0 1 1 1 3
34- and 39-Across
S 1 Q u
3 V 0 0 1 x 3 tf S
Ford Explorer Sport
A A 1
S 1 1 1 U 0 s
1 9 O
Storage room
a i H V d i H ll 1 n
"Star Trek: T.N.G." counselor
1 ^ 1 n H
3 1 0 N
I 0 0 0 3 f< V u
Deanna
'*■ 1 N 0 1 A d
N N tf
Armored vehicle
V 1 0 V O V
1 0 1 1 1 s 1
Snappish
A tf M V A 1 1 1 1 t
3 1 V s
Up-_: mouth the words
N a n O
0 A 0 a
O 1 U
O A 1 H
H -1 A i s|< n -1 S

For Rent

"Now signing 10-11 sy leases. Ig
houses- Wooster/ ask about tree Int.
Cartyrentals com/ 353-0325. 9a-9p.

wrniews

Call 419-308-7659

2 BR unlurn. hall blcok Irom BGSU,
S600/mo inc. elec & gas Dep req.
Avail 5/15/10-5/10/11 419-601-3108

Help Wanted

^rV^::.fV;'^-.<v>';:.4
'BARTENDING! up to S3O0/day No
exp. necessary. Training provided
Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174.
Ktdzwaich all centers now hiring care
givers (or days, eves & weekends
Send resume or apply in person at
3150 Bostwick.Levis Commons,
Perrysburg. OH
info@kidzwatch net.
www kidzwatch net
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2 Bdrms./Studios

;Hillsdale 3 Bedroom
Townhouses

First Month
FREE

: up to 5 people w/ no
• extra cost, full basement,
;
washer & dryer,
;
dishwasher,
'•
garbage disposal,
• central air and heat,
;
carports

Near BGSU
Private patio/enlrance
Extra storage
■Pets welcome
■ ■Short-term liases available ;\'
'Select unit with washer/ A
dryer hookup

419-352-7691EHO 3

1045 N Main St
| Bowling Green OH 43402
419-353-5800
_^—NX-—
;
meccabg com
MECCA
mfo@meccabg com
«..

cormorantco.com

• Apartments Available *
• Minutes from BGSU*
i Pet friendly community*
* Gas included »

SPECIAL
AUTUMN RATES!

Listings Available On-Line
Visit www.johnnewloverealestate.com

Great Selection of
Houses £r Apartments
in Good Locations!
Available for 2010-2011

Located at:

300 Napoleon Road
in Bowling Green
410-352-U335

Semester Leases
\

Highway hauler
Cut off
"_ Silver, away!"
Gas in a sign
Utah city
Sign of the future
Hymn whose title follows the lint
"When I die. Hallelujah, by and
by"
19 Fill to excess
20 -Cats" poet
21 Gum arabic tree
23 Adviser Landers
24 Traffic cone
26 Knight's lady
28 Slimy stuff
29 Relative known for quitting?
33 Run the country
34 Scout's motto
36 Kimono sash
37 Air ace's missions
38 Climbing vine

Bui Debrett's warns people to
observe proper etiquette by kissing others on the cheek instead of
the lips and to avoid touching the
person being kissed except on the
shoulder or the upper arms.

Ga. high court rules mower
is not a motor vehicle
By Greg Blucstein

1
5
10
14
15
16
17

Police sard the teen was arrested
six hours after the alleged theft and
faces a first degree robbery charge.

Police: Ohio suspect
may have eaten
evidence

Ford was arrested following a report
of a bank robbery in Stieetsboio |ust
south of Cleveland on Thursday.

ACROSS

Police said his image was capttued on surveillance cameras, and
his fingerprints were found on the
note

Most ol the affected Ameren
customers had their power restored
within hours

It wasnt immediately clear how much
it will cost to have some of the boozy
bird

A police video camera captured the
55-year-old John Ford of Cleveland
grabbing the paper with Ins mouth as
police emptied his pockets

WWW.BGVIEWS.COM

by our office) A
pick up the
Listings!

W

We have Efficiencies, l Bedroom and 2 Bedroom Apartments,
In most cases, furnished and unfurnished are the same price.
In most cases, water, sewer, and irash are included.
Complete rental listing available on-line and in renlal office.

WE HAVE UNITS READY FOR IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY!

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, IN
.119 E. Wooster Street. Howling (;reen. OH

Localed Across From Taco Hell.
RENTAL OFFICE (4191 354-2260

Hours- Monday lo Friday - 8:30 lo 5:30 ■ Saturday - X:30 to 5:00
wnu.johnneHloverealestale.com

THEBGNEWS
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I'M THANKFUL FOR FREDDIE BARNES' HANDS."

SO COME ON, FALCONS

STUFF THE ROCKETS
BG VS TOLEDO INOV 271DOYT PERRY STADIUM. 2PM KICKOFF
V.W.

BGSU Falcons VS Toledo Rockets

2 Tuesday. November 24.2009

WWW.BGVIEWS.COM

The Battle for the Peace Pipe
The Toledo-BG rivalry dales back to 1919 when the Rockets won the
inaugural contest. The teams continued lo play on an annual basis until
1935 when the series was brought to a hall alter a riot followed a 63-0 win
by Toledo.
Due to the blowout, lid took Toledo off their athletic schedule for every
sport until 1947. When the rivalry continued, the teams instituted the
tradition of smoking a six-foot peace pipe at half time of the annual men's
basketball between the teams.
Up until 19(19. the pipe remained with the winning school until it was
stolen from the Toledo athletic offices. Ihe theif was never caught, and the
original pipe was never recovered.
In I9B0, the Peace Pipe was reinstated as a football trophy donated Informer loledo player Frank Kralik. A scaled down version of the original
Peace Pipe, the trophy consists of both team's logos topped by a miniature
replica of the Pipe.
Since the trophy's creation Toledo has lead the all-time series 15-14.

DOMINANT: Alter a three-year slid against Toledo. BG has won the last two games by a combined 55 points

BACK-AND-FORTH
Since the trophy returned to the rivalry in 1980, Toledo has lead the series 15-14.
During that span, the series has been tied nine times, most recently in 2003 when
Bowling Green won 31-23. With the exception of the last two seasons, the series has
also seen many close contests, including a span from 1989 to 1993 when five games
were settled by a combined 21 points.
Year
1999
2000

2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
Bf, NEWS FILE PHOTO

FIRST TIME: In 2006 then-BG seniors celebrated their first ever win over Toledo
•

< •

■

Home Team

Result

Bowling Green

Bowling Green wins
Toledo wins 51-17
Bowling Green wins
Toledo wins 42-24
Bowling Green wins
Toledo wins 49-41
Toledo wins 44-41
Toledo wins 31-21
Bowling Green wins
Bowling Green wins

Toledo
Bowling
Toledo
Bowling
Toledo
Bowling
Toledo
Bowling
Toledo

Green
Green
Green
Green

Series
34-23
56-21
31-23

37-10
38-10

Tied 10-10
UT leads 11-10
Tied 11-11
UT leads 12-11
Tied 12-12
UT leads 13-12
UT leads 14-12
UT leads 15-12
UT leads 15-13
UT leads 15-14

WWW.BGVIEWS.COM

BGSU Falcons VS Toledo Rockets

Tuesday. November 24.2009 3
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BGSU Falcons VS Toledo Rockets
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BG-TOLEDO:BYTHEI'
FBEDD1E BARNES
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BOWLING GREEN FALCONS

324.7

25.4 393.4
POINTS TOTAL
OFFENSE

RUSHING PASSING
/GAME
/GAME

288.9

JERETT SANDERSON

"Week 11 games were no! completed by press lime. Slats reflect teams' performances through week 10.

BGSU Falcons VS Toledo Rockets

IEWS.COM WWW.BGVIEWS.COM
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DAJUANE COLLINS

27.0 381.0 198.3 182.7
POINTS
ALLOWED
/GAME

TOTAL
DEFENSE
/GAME

RUSHING
ALLOWED
/GAME

PASSING
ALLOWED
/GAME

9 39.3 433.1 176.6 256.5
TOLEDO ROCKETS

BGSU Falcons VS Toledo Rockets

6 Tuesday. November 242009
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15 Tyler Sheehan QB

ROSTERS AND DEPTH CHARTS

1 Willie Geter RB
53 Chris Bullock FB
89 Jimmy Scheidler TE

2Claus, Bill'P
2K Owens, Terrance QB
3 Casano, Ryan PK/P
3x Marrow, Desmond** CB
4 Danlin, Austin QB
5 Swanson, Daxton OB
6 Walker, Jake* RB
7 Stafford. Kenny* WR
8 Church, Barry"" S
8x Weber, Andrew PK
9 Veal, Kenny-DB
10 Pasquale, David QB
11 Opelt, Aaron"*" QB
12 Page, Eric WR
13 Washington, Anthony* DB
14 Pettee, Alex QB
15 Bailey, Robin"" WR
15x Matthews, Michael QB
17 Morrow, Diauntae SS
19 Bates, Joe" DB
19x Royal, Jerome WR
20 Faison, Chris" S
21 Ashwood, Andreas" DB
22 Collins, DaJuane—RB
23 Williams, Morgan* RB
23x Fatinikun.TJ. DE
24 Thomas, Adonis" RB
2Sx Moscorelli, Colin LB
26 Davidson, Jimmy WR
26x Best, Byron DB
27 Reeves, Darius RB
28 Kagy, Ethan S
29 Bush, Johnnie RB
29x Robinson, Jermaine DB
30 Pike, Ben DL
31 Shuler, Joe" FS
32 Molls, Dan LB
33 Quinn, Daris* LB
34 Richmond, Lester*** S
34x Person, Diondre RB
35 King, Anthony" CB
35x Penza, John P
36 Mclntosh, Damien" LB
37 Atkins, Walter" CB
38 Bell, Robert LB
39Fidler, JakeWR
40 Johnson, Alex" DL
42 Donald, Archie" LB
43 Singer, Mark* DB
44 Pree, Drey'Lon" S
45 Ballard, Isaiah" DB
46 Keighley, Hank" DL
47 Veasley-Pettis, Myshan" CB
48 Brudzinski, Beau*" LB
49 Anderson, Terrell OLB
50 Garrett, Buster** C
51 Willis, Terrell-DL
52 Lamb, Johnathan" DL
53 Wall, Matt LS
56 Summers, Derrick"" DL
57 Cherry, Samuel DL
58 Westbrook, Douglas" DE
60 Lindeman, AJ. OL

61 Carlson, Erik OL
62 Meenan, Chris" OL
65 Cole, Nate" OL
67 Kerin, Zac OL
68 DeWalt. Jared— OL
69 Kowalski. Kevin" OL
71 Farr. Danny OL
72 Morookian, John" OL
73 Rubin, MattOL
74 VanDerMeulen, Mike' OL
7S Bell, Manny OL
78 Manley, Phillipkeith' OL
79 Farha, Fadi OL
80 Cortazzo, Tim WR
81 Burzine, Tom""" TE
82 Lempke, Samuel WR
83 Bellinger, Julian WR
84 Gaymon, Sam WR
84x Smith, Christian DE
8Sx Steigerwald, Alex"" PK
86 Noble, Danny" TE
86x Duncan, Ricardo WR
87 Williams, Edward WR
88 Williams, Stephen— WR
89 Constant, Skylaar"" DE
90 Rogers, Matt TE
91 Jones, Justin DE
92 Steele, Ben DL
93 McHugh, Colin" LS
94 Roberts, Johnie DL
94x Jones, Jerome" TE
96 Washington, Levone DL
97 Riley, Malcolm* DL
98 Hill, Maurice'" DL

25
26
27
28
28
30
31
32
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
48
49
SO
51
51
52
S3
54
55
56
57
58
58
59

-

"a"

-V*"lzezeaV.
\||M^
' "flB*4

60
61
62
64

kSw
11"
ST

65
66
67

"•——J

68
69
70

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
14
1S
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

Willie Geter
RayHutson
Chris Scheidt
Jerett Sanderson
PJ. Mahone
Calvin Wiley
Freddie Barnes
Tyrone Pronty
Adrian Hodges
Calvin Marshall
MattSchilz
Chris Wright
Tyler Sheehan
Aaron Pankratz
KellenPagel
Lane Robilotto
Tony Hunter
Marquese Quiles
BartTanski
KamarJorden
John Pettigrew
Adrien Spencer
Jason Rice
Robert Lorenzi
Jahmal Brown

R8
WR
WR
LB
DB
WR
WR
WR
WR
DB
QB
WR
OB
QB
QB
CB
QB
DB
QB
WR
RB
DB
RB
DB
DB

71
72
75
76
77
79
80
80
81
82
83
84
85
87
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
96
97
98

Jonathan Davis
Nick lovinelli
Giovanni Fillarl
Steve Dunlap
Cameron Truss
Mark Mays
Roger Williams
Keith Morgan
Jerell Parks
Chris Bullock
Zach Akenberger
Ryan Crow
Lewis Parks
Erique Geiger
Aunre' Davis
Matt Norsic
Vince German
Tim Moore
Eugene Fells
Brandon Jackson
NickRieke
CodyBasler
Craig Rutherford
Dwayne Woods Jr.
Jerry Phillips
Aaron Wright
Stephen Stein
Winston Etheridgc
Paul Swan
Anthony Lawson
James Schneider
Alex Thomas
Eric Jordan
Angelo Magnone
Tyler Donahue
Neal Dahlman
Jairus Campbel
Mickey Wagner
Jordon Roussos
Casey McHugh
Ben Bojicic
Preston Burred
Scott Albert
Kyle Bryant
Ricky Retzinger
James Garnett
Scott Lewis
Marc Stevens
Brady Minturn
Chip Robinson
NickTorresso
Shane Steffy
Jake Thompson
Blaec Walker
Tim German
Austin Collier
Justus Jones
DeMark Jenkins
Jordan Hopgood
Sean Joplin
Derek Brighton
Chris Paliska
Matt Oczypok
Alex Bayer
NickTuminello
Jimmy Scheidler
Dylan Farrington
Chris Jones
Kevin Alvarado
Ted Ouellet
Carlos Tipton
Ronnie Goble
Darius Smith
Andrew Johnson

DB

7 Freddie Barnes WR

P
DB

2RayHutsonWR

RB
DB
RB
DB
DB
CB

56 Derrick Summers DT
98 Maurice Hill DT

35 Daris Quinn LB
42 Archie Donald LB
8 Barry Church S

68 Scolt Lewis LG

26 Byron Best CB

64 Scotl Albert RG
56 Tyler Donahue RT

LB
FB
RB
DB
K

^s-"

58 Douglas Westbrook DE

70 Brady Minium IT

75 Shane Steffy C

RB
RB

40 Alex Johnson DE

34 Lester Richmond S
29 Jermaine Robinson S
21 Andreas Atkins CB

X
XO
o
'X o
X
Xo

FB
DB
LB
DL
TE
LB
LS
LB
K
FB
K
DL
LB
LB
LB
LB
LB
DE
OL
LS
DE
DT
DE
OL

ae

OL
OL
OL

4 Austin Dantin QB
22 Da,uane Collins RB
88 Stephen Williams WR
15 Robin Bailey WR
12 Eric Page WR

OL
OL
OL

86 Danny Noble TE
72 John Morookian RT

OL
OL
OL

65 Nate Cole RG

OL
DL
OL

45 Brandon Jackson DE
91 Chris Jones DT
92 Kevin Alvarado DT
55 Angelo Magnone DE

45 CodyBasler LB
4 Jerett Sanderson LB
51 Roger Williams CB

69 Kevin Kowalski C

52 Keith Morgan S

68 Jared Dc-WaltLG

24 Jahmal Brown S

74 Mike VanDerMeulen LT

W

52 James Schneider LB

21 Adrien Spencer CB

DL
OL
OL
WR
WR
TE
WR
WR
WR
TE
K
TE
DE
TE
DE
DT
DL
DE
DE
DE
DL
DL

X

X
X
X X
X
X
CO

o

o
o
o
o

in

V,'

BGSU Falcons VS Toledo Rockets

WWWBGVIEWS.COM

Walmart

Save money. Live better.

Tuesday. November 242009 7

i
i

SM

Q^Hotdogs

Q' Napkins

[^Hamburgers

0' Blankets

5/Pepsi
Lyf Mountain Dew

0^ Jacket

S^Ketchup

H' Football

[^Mustard

Q^Tent

©'Chips

0^ Camera

S'Paper Plates

0^ Cookies

[yf Umbrella

8 Tuesday. November 24.2009

BGSU Falcons VS Toledo Rockets

WWW.BGVIEWS.COM

Become a M»Jjjf£*

Set aii jour
^

jam"*""

. nncii
BGSU Outerwear
Falcon Caps
Replica FootbalUerseys^

Foam Fingers
T-shirts
»sweatshirts
• Blankets
• Face Oecals
• Falcon Flags
• Seat Cushions

i Bandanas
• Pom Poms
. Orange Wgs
• and much more

G-yyra

SBX

_ ...

